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EPOCA S / S TANK

Sparking 
versatility
The semi-automatic control 
of this version makes it extremely 
simple to use and reliable in all situations. 
EPOCA S is also available in the TANK 
version, with an independent water 
tank that allows it to be used without 
connection to a main water supply.

www.rancilio.com

 C-LEVER (Rancilio Patent) The new stan-
dard steam valve with a special control knob 
and ergonomic design is complete with open-
stay and open-close functions. The valve has 
a very short travel distance, and is operated 
by rotating it just 25°. Turning it upwards, it 
opens and remains in this position. Turned 
downwards, it automatically closes when re-
leased. Rapidity, precision and ergonomics: 
maximum user comfort for daily tasks.

 TANK [only for 1G] The special feature of 
the Epoca 1G Tank version is the presence of 
an independent water tank that allows it to be 
used without connection to a main water sup-
ply. This characteristic makes it an extremely 
versatile model.

 GRID SYSTEM To make cleaning and 
maintenance easier, Rancilio has equipped all 
its products with a revolutionary work surface. 
Support grids come in a scratchproof polymer, 
with an effi  cient liquid collection system that 
keeps the work surface clean and protects 
cups against unsightly marks left by drops of 
coff ee. The grids can be removed for washing 
in a dishwasher. Rancilio quality also means 
attention to details.



Technical Features

ENDOWMENTS: 1 fi lter holder for 2 cups per group, 1 fi lter holder for 1 cup, 2 steam 
wands for version with 2 groups, 1 steam wand for version with 1 group, 1 hot water 
dispenser, coff ee tamper, blind fi lter and measuring scoop.

ACCESSORIES: Water softener, MD dosing grinder.

Endowments, accessories

metallic red and metallic grey

Colors

Technical Data
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EPOCA S . TECHNICAL FEATURES EPOCA S . FEATURES

independent heat exchangers 

electric heating 

incorporated volumetric pump 

boiler pressure gauge

automatic water level control

housing in stainless steel, base e fianchi in Hdpe e Abs

1 GROUP

boiler (lt)

boiler power voltage

weight

120 1600 W

Hz
50/60

1 GROUP TANK

boiler (lt)

boiler power voltage

weight

1201600 W

Hz
50/60

water tank
2 lt

15.1 x 22.1 x 18.9 inches
dimensions (wxdxh)

477 lbs

15.1 x 22.1 x 18.9 inches
dimensions (wxdxh)

462 lbs

2 GROUPS

boiler (lt)

boiler power voltage

weight

120 / 2303200 W/4300 W

Hz
50/6030.7 x 22.1 x 18.9 inches

dimensions (wxdxh)

11117 lbs

Standard On demand


